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February 8, 1957

Mr. Stanley J. Bougas, Law Librarian
Emory University Lamar School of Law
Emory University, Georgia

Dear Stanley:

The following are suggestions and comments included in a recent letter from Dorothy Salmon:

I think the Committee has worked out a very interesting program. I believe the panel on law library recruitment is very well chosen, in view of the interest which was expressed at the meeting last summer. As to the topics suggested for the Saturday morning discussion, I think either would be of interest to the group. Personally, I think perhaps a discussion of the work of legal councils might appeal to me a little more, but I would be interested in reference materials, too.

As to dates for the meeting, either April or August (or the Labor Day week-end) would be all right for me. April would be a pleasant time of year for a trip to Georgia, and it might avoid conflicts with summer vacation periods. The Kentucky State Bar Association will meet in Lexington this year, the first week-end in April (April 2-4). I will have to be here then, since there will be some law school activities in connection with the meeting, but I think any other time in April would be all right for me.

In the next issue of the Newsletter, will you please ask that suggestions for Chapter officers be sent to Harriet French or Marianna Long. I have asked them to serve as the Nominating Committee. Officers to be chosen are: 1) Vice-President and President-Elect for 1957-58 and 2) Secretary-Treasurer for 1957-58. Dorothy Salmon will take over as President for 1957-58.

In the next issue of the Newsletter, please also run a correction to the effect that Minnette Massey is the current Secretary-Treasurer and that dues etc. should be sent to her instead of to Sarah Leverette.

I have not had any indications as to possible attendance other than the ones I have passed on to you. Incidentally, any of the tentative dates will be all right for me.

Thank you for the lists of Current Digests, etc. I have sent three copies on to Jean Ashman to be included in the exhibit of Chapter Publications at the Colorado Springs meeting.

Best regards,

Corinne Bass